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Presentation: The Multi-Assistance Center at Morgan’s
Wonderland

● Dr. Rob Sanders, Director of Complex Health at CommuniCare Health Centers and
Crystal Calvillo, Navigation Director

● MAC opened October 2. Brand new building, new model of care.Goal is to integrate
medical and nonmedical services. Breaking molds of how we decrease barriers for
the IDD population.

● Core values
○ Empower
○ Include
○ Educate
○ Innovate

● Definitions
○ MAC member: individual who meets the priority population definition and

receives services at the MAC
○ MACer: Community partners– medical, therapeutic, community-based

organizations that have an agreement with the MAC and utilizing the MAC
Navigation System

○ MACee: A team member of the MAC that will work closely with the MAC
members, caregivers, and MACer to support and coordinate services

● Challenges
○ Families often receive fragmented services in the community
○ Coordination of care between services is difficult.

● Solution is becoming one-stop shop model that provides all services a family may
need.
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○ Offer community support services, medical home, therapy services. Around
SDoH

■ Healthcare Access and Quality
■ Social and Emotional Health
■ Education Access and Quality
■ Economic Stability
■ Neighborhood and Built Environments

● Navigation process
○ Pre-screening- completed by prospective MAC member on website or by

calling in. The electronic pre-screening form can be found at
MorgansWonderlandMac.com. Intake navigators will review eligibility based
on a digital screening. MAC will contact everybody who completes a
pre-screening form.

○ Intake- includes demographic info, questionnaire, SDoH screening
○ Initial care plan visit

■ SDoH assessment
■ Care plan

● Levels of support

○ Assesses support they need from navigation or MACers
○ Also assessing multiple individuals in the home who may need services

● CommuniCare at the MAC
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○ Ages 0-60
○ Comprehensive preventive care
○ Acute care
○ Counseling
○ Women’s health
○ Specialties

■ Pediatric pulmonology
■ Pediatric surgery

● Medical services
○ Children’s Hospital of San Antonio

■ Autism diagnosis
■ PT, OT, ST
■ Specialty clinics- genetics

○ Center for Health Care Services- Dual Diagnosis Psychiatry Clinic
○ Sponsel Eye Experts- ophthalmology and optometry
○ Happy Ohana Smiles- dental
○ Our Lady of the Lake University- audiology
○ Coming soon- ambulatory surgery center

● Practice Without Pressure (PWP) is a philosophy and model of care that brings
together with the individual, caregiver, and clinician. Eliminates restraint and greatly
reduces sedation in medical, dental, and personal care. Helps the client receive
services with dignity and respect.

● Evaluation and Research Coordinating Center (ERCC) coordinates inclusive and
innovative research to increase education and empowerment throughout the MAC
community. Research questions:

○ To what extent did the MAC improve services for the MAC member?
○ To what extent did the MAC increase comprehensive care for the member?
○ To what extent did the MAC provide a better experience for IDD individuals

and their families/caregivers?
○ To what extent did the MAC address SDoH?

● Ultra Accessible!!
○ Extra wide hallways and doorways
○ Service animal area
○ Braille signage
○ Sound absorbing floors and sound reducing wall panels
○ Pink noise and white noise
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○ Family restrooms with adult changing stations and showers
○ Quiet rooms and lactation rooms

● Coming soon
○ Ambulatory surgery center
○ Hair salon
○ Employment support center
○ Morgan’s Hang Out- drop in childcare service so families can drop younger

children
○ PWP Suite

● Currently have 51 navigators
● Free for families– state funded
● Questions

○ Dr. Rachel Berhane: How do you operationally integrate service delivery so
that services are received by the individual seamlessly? And what do you
need from MCOs to make this truly integrated?

■ Calvillo: The MAC navigation system is where this happens. MAC
members utilize the navigation system. Navigators assess for need,
capture info in the system, send referrals to partner agencies. They
already have intake info. MAC captures a heavy portion of the intake
so the family doesn’t have to retell their story. Stack appointments so
they all occur at once instead of having to come multiple times for
multiple appointments over the month, miss work, etc.

○ Terri Carriker: Where do funds for the navigator program come from? How
do funding and payment structure work with individuals that are in a waiver
program that’s being managed by an MCO who has a service coordinator?

■ Calvillo: We’re currently a demonstration project. I’m blanking on the
dept that manages our demonstration project but can look and get
that back to you. They connect with the service coordinators from
other programs to be sure services don’t duplicate and ensure
continuity of care. Funding comes out of General Revenue.

○ Do you have metrics in decrease of provider burden to show how efficient
this is?

■ Sanders: we’re working on that now. Working w/ UTSA and ERCC to
measure if we’re making things more efficient, doing what we’re
supposed to be doing, etc. Like quality of life surveys. It’s tricky to
measure.
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○ Dr. V: Thrilled yall are looking to provide services for special needs adults.
With regards to SDoH work, wanted to remind yall that the agency just
released NMDOH action plan. Then a plea– every Medicaid program now is
determining a path forward for the end of continuous coverage w the PHE.
We have an ambassador toolkit I’ll share with you so you can educate
families about importance of updating contact info.

■ Calvillo: we’ve had families reach out to us on that, thank you.

HHSC updates

STAR Kids Legislative updates

86th Legislative Session (2019): Senate Bill (SB) 1207,
Coordination of Benefits

● Kellie Dees, OOP with MCS.
● UMCM language re. Coordination of Benefits. In Spring 2022, they submitted draft

UMCM language through official UMCM process. There were concerns and initial
feedback from this group and others that we attempted to address in this version.
We met with a subcommittee of this group in Spring 2022 about changes we could
make, talk through initial written feedback and responses.

○ One of the primary concerns was around cost recovery language from other
insurance. Also called “pay and chase”. In talking through it, the language
they updated it to didn’t seem to go far enough. So they took that and some
other feedback back, met with Legal, re-thought through it. Because of that
level of concern and wanting to be responsive, they changed the language to
indicate that for EPSDT services the MCO must cost recover from the other
insurance as long as the other provider is Medicaid-enrolled. As a result, we
pulled it from the official process and made additional changes, then
resubmitted. So some of the things we did:

■ EPSDT- called out more clearly
■ Strengthened language in background section to say the following

services are cost recovered using pay and chase. Bulleted out pediatric
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care and EPSDT for children including THSteps medical and dental
services.

● Sent for MCO feedback, got back at the end of 2022. Got 85 comments, are working
through those. While MCOs provided feedback and concerns, many of the
comments focused on the time they’d need to implement and unique scenarios
that posed challenges.

● Committed to 90d for MCOs to implement after they receive comments.
● Questions:

○ Terri Carriker- you said you sent changed language to MCOs, did the
committee get a copy of language changes? Can we get a copy?

■ Dees- I’ll take that back. It’s not super easily readible, maybe we can
just highlight and send what was changed.

○ Elizabeth Tucker: it would've been nice if yall closed the loop with this
advisory committee after you updated the language. You’d get different
comments and perspectives from this group than just the MCOs because of
utilizers and beneficiaries that go through coordination of benefits. But
thanks for looking at what we said.

87th Legislative Session (2021), SB 1648:
Comprehensive Health Homes for Integrated Care
Kids Pilot Program

● Participation is voluntary for MCOs, providers, and eligible members.
● Eleven pilot project plans received:

○ Nine pilot projects.
○ Two pilot case studies.

● Service delivery areas (SDAs) across the state.
● Over 475 members participating in a pilot as of February 17, 2023.
● MCOs:

○ Aetna Better Health of Texas
○ Amerigroup
○ Angels of Care Pediatric Home Health
○ Blue Cross and Blue Shield
○ Driscoll Health Plan
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○ Community First Health Plan
○ Cook Children’s Health Plan
○ Texas Children’s Health Plan
○ UnitedHealthcare

● Health Homes:
○ Children’s Health
○ Children’s Health Complex Care Medical Services
○ Coastal Children’s Clinic
○ Cook Children’s Physician Network and Cook Children’s Medical Center
○ High Risk Children’s Complex Care Program at The University of Texas Health

Science Center at Houston
○ Seton Children’s Comprehensive Care (CCC) Clinic
○ Texas Children’s Hospital Complex Care Clinic
○ University Medicine Associates

● HHSC is required to submit a report to the legislature by December 31, 2024.
○ The report must include “a summary of the commission’s evaluation of the

effect of the pilot program on the coordination of care for children with
complex medical conditions.”

● Contact: CHIC_Kids@hhs.texas.gov

88th Legislative Session (2022): general updates
related to STAR Kids

● Jennie Costilow, director of Program Policy, OOP, MCS
○ Things are busy with session right now, the filing deadline is coming up. We

expect hundreds to be filed in the next few days. HHSC doesn’t track every
bill, but we do look at every bill to see if we need to track it. I’m going to
highlight a few bills from a Medicaid/CHIP perspective.

● Topics: telehealth, mental and behavioral health, allowing providers with out of
state credentials to render services, postpartum periods, pregnant women with
SUD, electronic systems for providers to verify status of patients, conversion
therapy for gender transition and reassignment, school districts as providers,
mental health services children can get in schools, protecting residents of group
homes and facilities from ANE, establishing new strategic plans and advisory
bodies, increasing minimum wage for attendants, who controls PDL and drug
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formulary, illuminating drug prior auths, increasing pharmacist scope of practice to
test and treat, establishing FFS rate for drugs as a floor for managed care
reimbursement, access to prescription drug monitoring program, digital
therapeutics.

● HB 580 by Raymond- relating to a single internet portal or system. Refile from last
session.

● HB 756 by Johnson- relating to telephone access for certain benefit auths and UR
requests. Requires MCOs to have extended hours for verifications, prior auths, etc.

● HB 757 by Johnson- Relates to prior auth of certain benefits. Largely effects CHIP,
but only one element of the bill around breast cancer screening is applicable to
Medicaid.

● HB 1430 by Mesa- relating to establishing a minimum wage for certain attendants
under Medicaid

● HB 3916 by Rainey- relates to reimbursement of DME providers in MMC programs.
● HB 3762 by Bussey- establishes nutritional grant support program for children. Not

Medicaid program, is grant program, but should be interesting since it has to do
with medically fragile children.

● HB3807 and 1757 by Klick and Perry- allows family member to become a licensed
health aid. This looks like a new category of licensure, to assist with PDN for STAR
Kids members. Requires collaboration and coordination with this committee and
the BON to establish licensure and rules around how it’d work.

● SB 1723 by Paxton- relates to backdating of referrals for certain health benefit
plans. Allows Medicaid/CHIP referrals to be backdated up to 30 days.

● EIs
○ 3- around improving MH services, would fund strategic BH funding initiatives

to improve continuum of BH services in TX
○ 6- support for community based services, through rate increases and

supporting workforce, providing additional waiver slots
○ 10- consolidated rate request. Would increase rates for providers which

would positively impact access to high quality care. We’re looking at rates for
community attendant services, wellness for kids, birth related, surgeries.

● Questions
○ Dr. V: wanted to add a few bills.

■ A few bills relating to Sickle Cell- sickle cell task force, educational
efforts in school level, activity around health homes and medical
homes for sickle cell members.
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■ SB 1757 by Miles, HB 1488 by Rose, HB 1481 by Rose, HB 181 by
Johnson.

○ Alice Martinez: Is there some consideration to kids who aren’t just medically
complex, but behaviorally complex for PDN? Like severely aggressive kids
with autism and parents have difficulty providing ADLs, giving meds, etc. Will
services be expanded in that capacity?

■ Costilow: Are you talking about family health aid program for kids
receiving PDN in STAR Kids?

■ Martinez: Yes, just if it’ll work for BH and not only Medical.
■ Costilow: I think this bill is just for PDN. If committee’s aware of BH bills

please speak up.
■ Some bills related to raising the rate for attendants would encompass

individuals that need that support and may help families who can’t
currently get attendants.

Private duty nursing reimbursement rates
● Private Duty Nursing Utilization November 2016 – August 2021

○ Based on paid STAR Kids managed care encounters from TMHP data
warehouse

○ Number of encounters and clients served have been steady since 2019. In
SFY 2021, 326,098 encounters for 6,248 clients

○ Amount of care (units of 15 min increments), cost and average
reimbursement rates have increased during the same time period

○ From $9.72 per unit of care in 2019 to $10.22 in 2021

Durable Medical Equipment
● Tausi Suedi, OOP, MCS
● Change would allow peer renewals for up to 12m instead of 6m for all managed

care programs.
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SKMCAC subcommittee updates

Assessment and Service Delivery
● Met at the end of February. Took recommendations from December report and

prioritized them. Mostly repeat recommendations from previous reports. Feedback
on CFC, DME, PCS, therapy, MDCP, eligibility, communication, medical necessity,
preferred providers, transparency, COB, workforce

Transition
● Transition to other programs can be clunky and may not make a lot of sense.

Members aren’t always educated about programs and services. There may also be
a misconception that only children qualify for certain services, like CFC when that’s
not true. We want to find out from other states what’s typical for the SSI population.

● With waiver services, CFC’s working. FOr those not in waiver services, we’ve heard of
tremendous gaps in communication. May be waiting for DID. If we could advocate
at a legislative level that kids may not need a DID but every 5y that’d help.

Public comment
● Hannah Veda: hopes that someone present from MAC can elaborate on how the

navigation process is being billed or paid for through HHSC. Health Homes
Committee would like to work with the MAC to provide an integrated and
comprehensive model of care. And PDN presentation was confusing because folks
can’t access PDN hours. And piece that showed increase in rates. Hoping someone
can elaborate on or confirm the increase was possibly the reinstatement of the
administrative reduction that took place in 2011 and was put back in place in 2019?
Other item is the presentation on COB. Kellie gave some info on hospital clawbacks
of MCOs from private payors, it’d help to clarify what exactly that policy is in writing
to know if it’s functionally effective for families, providers, and members.

○ MAC will be discussed in Home Health, and PDN will be discussed in Service
Delivery going forward.
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○ Dr. V: to comment on navigators, we’re als interested in funding. I’ve already
been emailing their team about this. We look forward to working with MAC
and HH committee for that.

● Rebecca Galinsky: Parent, advocate. If we don’t fix some of these issues now it’ll get
worse in the coming years. We’ve had families who’ve had to institutionalize their
children because they can’t get PDN nursing care. Have hours, can’t get a nurse.
Another parent commented that they’re approved for 168h a week and they can
only staff 48h. That means parents can’t work and lose income. And caregivers have
health problems eventually because of constant stress. That takes a toll on your
health. When you can’t get a break to take care of yourself, eventually you won’t be
able to care for your child at all. We’re prioritizing and funding an institutional
model and not these programs. With the Dobbs decision and more kids with birth
defects being born this will only get worse. I work in a hospital system in N Texas.
Last 2 years we raised pay twice in 3 months. Our home health rates haven’t been
raised in too long. It’s written in code the rate, that needs to be changed where a
rate isn’t listed in the code and can be increased at a fair market value. We can’t get
attendants. Nobody’s going to work for $9-11/hr. Other jobs are easier and pay
more.

○ With PDN rates, a bill would raise rates. RNs and LVNs may be mixed in there
too. We’ve added this to a subcommittee for a future discussion.

○ Galinsky: RN and LVN are distinct rates. If you’re blending together that
doesn’t make sense because they're two distinct things.

Review of action items and agenda for June 14, 2023,
meeting

● Next meeting June 14, then Sept 13, then Dec 12.
● Dr. V will send toolkit
● Kellie will send follow up on 1604 line items and join subcommittee to walk through
● Jennie will send list of bills
● PDN rates- getting clarification, noting it’s a blended rate and not an increase in the

rate as well as request for authorized v paid PDN hours
● Follow up on DME, CFC, have input from Iris on that (committee member)
● CHIC metrics and home health
● Request for HHSC to provide feedback on recommendations from subcommittees
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● HHSC will take back and get an official response for the request related to DME and
1648.
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